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A. CULTURE OF THINKING
For PERKINS, a culture of thinking must be an intrinsic part of education in
schools; he does not conceive of education without teaching on how to think.
Research into how to teach thinking in schools began in the 1970s and 80s with
programmes such as Feuerstein’s PEI and the CoRT thinking programme. These
programmes were run in isolation and over short periods of time, which consequently made it diﬃcult to generalise learnings.
Today, it is widely advocated that thinking should be included as part of the
curriculum so that, as Perkins suggested, it forms an intrinsic part. At the end of
the 1980s, Robert Swartz began talking about infusion to refer to an approach
that supports work on thinking in a conscious, reiterated and systematic way in
conjunction with curricular content (as opposed to in an isolated way) - so that,
in addition to developing content, more work is done on the tools used to organise thinking.
Infusion is the approach to teaching thinking that is used today and includes
instruction and thinking. Teachers guide the thinking of students, thus achieving
a deeper learning.

To work on thinking using this approach in classrooms requires:
Using the language of thinking accurately so that higher-order skills are
always encouraged in the classroom. The language of thinking must always
be part of classroom culture.
For example, teachers often ask “why do you believe that…?” - a question
that encourages poor thinking. However, reformulating the question and
instead asking “what are the reasons to support your point of view?”
facilitates a change in thinking and means that a higher order of cognitive
process can now be reached, allowing deeper learning.
Teachers and students both act as examples and models.

Working on metacognition in a conscious way to encourage students’
reﬂective autonomy. To achieve this, exercises can be introduced into the
classroom that routinely support individual reﬂection - such as learning
journals, thinking routines, the metacognition ladder and so on.

Bringing about the transfer of knowledge from one context to another, or
applying previous knowledge to new and unknown situations, creating
bridges. This can be done verbally or through the use of graphic organisers.
An example is the 3-2-1 bridge thinking approach.
This method is used to introduce or explore ideas. The objective is to
activate prior knowledge and make a connection with the new knowledge.
It is used when starting a topic or explaining a concept for the ﬁrst time.
Individually, students write three ideas on the subject in the organiser
along with two questions they would like to solve, to be discussed before
starting, and an analogy, image or metaphor on the subject. At the end of
the session, explanation or topic, the method is returned to and students
again work alone writing down three ideas, two questions and one analogy.
Results can be shared in pairs or in the full group. The teacher moderates
the session, making any connections and bridges needed to tie together
the previous knowledge with new knowledge.

BRIDGE
3 Ideas

Spending time to think, and providing opportunities to do so. Start always
from individual reﬂection that encourages critical thinking before moving
on to shared reﬂections, where the contributions of the rest of the class
enrich the thinking itself.
This guide explains the thinking tools that have been used to develop a
culture of thinking that features throughout all the Teaching Units
presented here and helps bring out all students’ thinking.
Perkins’ thinking routines are simple patterns that are repeated over and over
until they become routine, a habit, for students - thus achieving deep thinking.
They can be used individually or in groups and are used with a graphic
organiser that allows thinking to be visualised.
I see, I think, I wonder.
The objective is to make careful observations,
,
question and raise issues, ﬁrst individually and then collectively. The 1-2-4
cooperative learning structure explained below can be used.
This technique is used to introduce or explore ideas when starting a topic
or content.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THINKING ROUTINES, PLEASE REFER TO:
· The Project Zero web site: http://www.pz.harvard.edu/
· Video in English: https://vimeo.com/108000553
Arthur Costa researched the behaviours, skills and attitudes of people who are
eﬀective thinkers and grouped them into 16 habits of mind, seldom found in
isolation.
The 16 behaviours and habits of mind seen in eﬀective and eﬃcient thinkers
are:
Persistence

Metacognition, or thinking
about thinking

Handling and managing
impulsivity

Striving for accuracy.
Accuracy and precision

Listening with
understanding and empathy

Questioning and thinking
about problems

Flexible thinking

Applying prior knowledge
to new situations

Thinking and communicating
clearly and accurately

Accepting responsible risks

Sourcing data using all
the senses

Humour

Creating, imagining and
innovating

Independent thinking

Responding with
astonishment and admiration

Being open to continuous learning

Tony Ryan's Thinker’s Keys develop critical and creative thinking as keys that
open up thinking. They can be used either individually or collectively and do not
need to be used with a graphic organiser. They can be printed and laminated
for use with the whole class or large or small groups, or even individually. There
are 20 Thinker’s Keys.

REVERSE. Create a list of things you cannot do or that can never happen.
Promotes lateral thinking.
INVENTIONS. Develop inventions that are created in unusual ways.
COMBINATION. Make a list of the characteristics of two diﬀerent objects (one
from the area being studied, and another that is not), then combine them into a
single object.
BAR. Use the acronym B (bigger), A (add) and R (replace) to add, change,
reinvent or design everyday objects.
ALPHABET. Make a list of words from A to Z that feature in the area that you
are studying. Then create new ideas from your list of words.
VARIATIONS. Ask questions that might start by “How many ways can you….?”
Then make a list.
PICTURE. Draw a simple drawing and ask students to create relationships
between the drawing and the topic being studied. You could also ask them to
make a list of ten things the drawing could represent.

Different uses. Make a list of all possible uses you can think of for an

object.

Construction. Propose construction tasks using available materials,

prototype.

Commonality. Choose two objects that have nothing in common and try to
ﬁnd possible relationships between them.

Brainstorm. Pose a problem that must be solved and use brainstorming to

come up with possible solutions..

Prediction. Based on a given situation, make all the predictions you can
think of.

Disadvantages. Choose an object or activity, make a list of disadvantages
or drawbacks, and try to improve on them by proposing alternatives. Promotes
lateral thinking.

The ridiculous. Come up with a ridiculous and absurd sentence that is

meaningless and try to make it a reality.

The alternatives. A list of the ways in which a task can be performed

without using typical tools.

The question. It all starts with an answer; you have to ask questions that
contain that answer.

The brick wall. Take a fact or situation that cannot be questioned and oﬀer

alternatives that break down the wall.

What if? This is associated with the
construction of a wheel of ideas or a
graphic organiser.

Forced relationships. Develop the solution to a problem using dissimilar
objects, increasing the number of objects according to the students age
(maximum of 4 objects).

The interpretation. Write down three possible explanations for an

unusual situation.

TO FIND OUT MORE ON THIS TOPI: please visit the Thinker’s Keys website
http://www.thinkerskeys.com/

Visual Thinking links the visual mind to the verbal mind, reinforces
learning and makes it go deeper. It can be used individually or in
groups, although it is always interesting to start individually.

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THIS TOPIC:

please refer to: Videos: What is visual thinking and
what is it for?
https://youtu.be/IFdZGtQcjPw

Tony Buzan’s Mind Map is a graphic organiser - a diagram, that is used to
organise ideas, concepts and tasks around a central word. It is one of the
most-used tools for working with visual thinking in the classroom.
It can be used with brainstorming to organise ideas, and can also be used to
synthesise or summarise a topic, to capture notes, or as a mnemonic tool for
study.
There are computer applications that allow mental maps to be created online.
For tablets: MindBoard Classic, iMindQ (mind mapping), iThoughts
(mindmap), Maptini, MindMaple, Mindomo (mind mapping)…, among others.
Online: bubbl, goconqr, coggle...

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THIS TOPIC, PLEASE REFER TO::
Tony Buzan’s website: http://www.tonybuzan.com/
VIDEOS:
Explanation on how to make mental map
https://youtu.be/kTyKNCy3mTo
Based on a Year 5 primary school textbook - how do you make
mind maps?
https://youtu.be/i2Y8NJPw6eQ
Design Thinking is a methodology to help with thinking: thinking to solve
problems, thinking creatively, thinking collectively by encouraging participation,
decision making and creation. It also focuses on the individual, as it starts with
empathy and looking at things through human eyes. It uniﬁes both creative and
analytical thinking and develops critical thinking among all students.
TO FIND OUT MORE ON THIS TOPIC, WE RECOMMEND THE VIDEO WHAT IS
DESIGN THINKING?
https://youtu.be/6bITxp_76gE
Graphic organisers are tools that help to visually represent knowledge. They
order and structure thinking.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE SEE:
http://www.organizadoresgraﬁcos.com/

Venn Diagrams were originally used in mathematics, speciﬁcally in set theory,
but their use has now spread and they are used with any type of teaching
content to show logically the
diﬀerences and similarities between
two or three subjects, or speciﬁc
content. They can be used individually
or collectively and with any age group.
They are used to compare and
SIMILARITIES
(things in common)
contrast similarities and diﬀerences
between ideas, topics, concepts and
DIFFERENCES
DIFFERENCES
so on, with the aim of encouraging
learning.
On the internet, you can ﬁnd examples for all stages.

SIX THINKING HATS
Edward de Bono

De Bono's Six Thinking Hats
technique helps solve and
analyse problems from diﬀerent
points of view. There are six hats
and each represents a diﬀerent
way of thinking. Wearing one hat
or another indicates the thinking
being used.
To ﬁnd out more about this
subject, please see video:
https://youtu.be/MPt7lvTIzwQ

B. COOPERATIVE LEARNING
Inclusive education means creating welcoming, safe spaces for all students;
spaces and environments where everyone is welcomed and included as active
members. Inclusive education is based on a socio-constructivist model that
proposes active and cooperative methodologies that enable a high-quality
response to all students in the classroom, thus fostering discussion-based
interactions, cooperation, individual responsibility, positive interdependence,
equal opportunities for success, authentic assessment and heterogeneous
groupings - which is where we will focus in this section of the guide.

WHAT IS THE IDEAL NUMBER FOR TEAM WORKING?
The size of teams will vary and depend on factors such as age, experience in cooperating, time available and materials being used. However, for many authors the ideal size is four people, as this allows for diﬀerent interactions as can be seen in this diagram.

BASIC PROCEDURES
PUT STUDENTS INTO GROUPS

A STUDENT’S POSITON WITHIN THE GROUP WILL AFFECT THE TYPE
OF INTERACTION THEY ENGAGE IN

MIXED
GROUPINGS

A. Cultura del pensamiento
BEAR IN MIND

These two will
tend to share
resources and
work with the
same materials

These two will
tend to share
resources and
work with the
same
materials

HOW CAN WE FORM
HETEROGENEOUS GROUPINGS?
The arrangement of students within the team is important, since it will
enable interactions with team mates with whom there is no signiﬁcant
cognitive diﬀerence.

FORMING GROUPS
Pere Pujolàs

Outstanding

Diagonal
arrangement

GROUPS:
· Fixed
· Mixed

The rest

Need support

The arrangement of students within the team is important, since it will enable
interactions with team mates with whom there is no signiﬁcant cognitive
diﬀerence.
Arrangement of students in teams of four

AVERAGE level
of performance

LOW level of
performance

HIGH level of
performance

AVERAGE level
of performance

Cooperative learning structures
that can be associated.
1-2-4 STRUCTURE
The 1-2-4 structure is divided into three steps or parts.

Step 1. Individual work. Students start working individually on the
proposed exercise, without talking to others, for between 4 to 5 minutes,
depending on the exercise they have to perform. This encourages
metacognition and individual reﬂection. .

Step 2. Working in pairs. They compare their responses in pairs with their
partners. Leave around 2 minutes for them to interact and then check their
answers. This is where cooperation begins, since a single result is obtained
between the two team members.

Step 3. Team working. The group of four comes together for a further 2
minutes, and compares answers from the pairs and also arrives at a
common response for the 4 team members. They also make sure the four
team members know how to complete the exercise properly.

This technique can be associated with numbered heads1 which ensures the
equitable participation of all students.

Numbered heads
The whole team works on an exercise, problem or challenge that is presented
by the teacher, and ensures that the four team members know how to solve it,
explain it and understand it. Each team member is assigned a number from 1 to
4. The teacher picks a number at random, using numbered pieces of paper (or
using any other method), and the student with that number has to solve the
exercise, explain the problem/challenge aloud to the class.

C. DISCUSSION GROUPS
Dialogue-based learning is based on a communication concept that argues
that people learn from interacting with others. Discussion groups fall within
this social model as they encourage dialogic interactions and egalitarian
debate.
Discussion groups may be based around literature, ﬁlm,
music, and other topics... but are always based on the
idea of learning together, learning from and with
others.
At the point where we communicate and engage in dialogue
with other people, we give meaning to our reality. We construct knowledge ﬁrst from an inter-subjective level - that is, based on social
interaction - and then progressively internalise it as our own, intra-subjective,
knowledge.
According to the dialogic concept of learning, to learn people
need opportunities to interact. However, not only do we need
a large number of interactions, and these should be diverse,
but also any dialogue that takes place should be based on a
relationship of equality and not of power. This means that
everyone has something to contribute and thus cultural
intelligence among everyone is recognised and inclusive, equitable and high-quality education is encouraged.

1. � Technique adapted by Pere Pujolàs from Spencer Kagan. To ﬁnd out more about Kagan techniques,
we recommend visiting their website https://www.kaganonline.com/

There are few speciﬁc rules and they must be made very clear before any discussion begins - as follows: always respect others' turn to speak; listen to everyone when they speak; interruptions should be brief, so that everyone is able to
speak; respect others’ opinions; there is no need to reach agreement - a book
or ﬁlm can be understood from diﬀerent points of view and interpreted diﬀerently and we are all enriched through everyone’s contributions; participation
and dialogue by everyone should be encouraged; avoid disqualiﬁcation and
confrontation.
More speciﬁc guidelines for facilitating these can be found in each of the Teaching Units.

D. CREATIVITY TECHNIQUES
There is no need to emphasise the importance of using strategies in the classroom to build creative processes - that is, the ability to alter situations by providing the right solutions and ideas to speciﬁc problems.
Stimulating all students’ creativity should therefore be a
constant factor in our schedule, in our daily practice. And for
this reason, here we suggest diﬀerent techniques to help
you achieve this.
We referred earlier to the six thinking hats and design
thinking that drive and build divergent thinking in the
classroom. These can also be used as techniques for
ﬁnding new ideas.
Thinker’s Keys. As we saw above, Thinker’s Keys can help to develop lateral
thinking.

Nominal group technique
The nominal group technique was introduced and developed by Delbecq and
Van de Ven in 1971 to facilitate the creative process for generating ideas and
analysing problems, while also allowing equal participation by all participants a concept that ﬁts very well with the idea of inclusive education. It can be used
in any context - for example, at the beginning of a lesson when learning about
prior notions that students may have about a topic, or for solving problems and
ﬁnding solutions.
This technique is based around a series of steps.
FIRST. individual work. Post-it notes are distributed among participants
who write on them any thoughts that occur to them individually on the
subject. One thought per Post-it note. Every time they write down an
idea, it is stuck on the board or on the wall, in a place previously
stipulated by the teacher, and in no particular order. This creates a
“cloud” of ideas.
SECOND. All the ideas are read out and any that are not fully understood
are clariﬁed or explained - if necessary, by asking the student who wrote
down the idea in question.
THIRD. All the ideas are grouped together based on shared
characteristics.
LASTLY. The ideas are voted on and the most popular is selected. This
vote can be done by show of hands, in secret (in writing) or by using
Kahoot. Answers can also be prioritised if necessary, according to the
activity in question.

6-3-5 Method
The class is divided into groups of 6, and each person is given a blank sheet of
paper, on which he or she has to write 3 suggested solutions to the problem,
with 5 minutes to do this. The sheets of paper are then passed on so that the
next person can in turn add 3 diﬀerent suggestions in another 5 minutes, and so
on for ﬁve turns. After 30 minutes, 18 diﬀerent suggestions will have been captured for the topic.

Brainstorming
This technique is used to stimulate the production of a high number of ideas,
working in groups, with all members of the group suggesting solutions aloud to
the problem to be solved. The teacher acts as moderator and may write all the
ideas on a board as they are expressed by the participants.
There are some basic rules:
All ideas are valid.
Criticism is not allowed.
Crazy ideas are welcome.

E. EMPATHY MAP
The empathy map came out of the area of marketing - speciﬁcally, agency
XPLANE, who were looking for a visual and simple way of empathising with
customers. It is most often used during the empathy phase of design thinking.

Empathy map and inclusive education (a Coral Elizondo initiative)
This is used for gaining personal and social commitment among students under
the humanist concept of education that underpins inclusive education. Its use
in the classroom can help remove barriers, ﬁnd solutions, generate personal
commitment, prevent conﬂicts, build empathy, human values, social justice,
diversity and so on. The starting point could be a book, an article, a ﬁlm or a real
or invented situation.
After reading a book or watching a short ﬁlm or feature ﬁlm or even considering
a real-life or invented situation, the central character is given a name and all the
areas on the organiser are worked through, starting from the left: What can the
central character hear? What do his or her peers say? His parents? His teachers? And then, working towards the right of the organiser: what can they see?
After a discussion on emotions: what is he or she thinking and feeling? Which
emotions does he use to express himself? What is his tone of voice? His body
language? Finally, how do they behave - what do they say and do?
Once all the spaces around the central character have been ﬁlled in and the
class has reﬂected on them individually and as a group, move on to consider
the two lower areas on the page.
What barriers and obstacles does he or she ﬁnd in daily life? Look for and
note down solutions and suggestions for eliminating these barriers? What
can I do? What can I commit myself to?
What does he think
and feel?

Emotions he uses to express
himself.
Body language, tone of voice

What does he hear?

What does he see?

What does he say? How does
he behave?
BARRIERS he encounters

MOVE INTO ACTION
How can we remove barriers?

Adapted from XPLANE

What does he think
and feel?

Emotions he uses to express
himself.
Body language, tone of voice

What does he hear?

What does he see?

What does he say? How does
he behave?

BARRIERS he encounters

MOVE INTO ACTION
How can we remove barriers?

F. GROUP EXERCISES
Group exercises are useful tools for working in the classroom at any age. They
can help to bring the group together to work on values such as solidarity,
diversity or mutual support. Here we explain four techniques that are used for
developing the diﬀerent teaching units.

BALL OF WOOL
For this exercise, everyone sits in a circle. One person holds the ball of wool (it
could be the teacher to start the activity oﬀ), says something out loud that they
think they do very well or something that is good about them (“I draw very well”,
“I’m good at listening when someone has a problem” etc), and then they throw
the ball of wool at another person but - importantly - keeping hold of the end of
the wool thread, because the objective is to create a wool "spider's web"
between everyone.

Whoever receives the ball of wool must then say something that they do very
well or something that is good about them. Then, while holding the wool thread
with one hand, they throw the ball with the other hand to another classmate.
And so on until all the students in the class have had a turn and everyone has
said something they do very well or something they are good at.

THE WORLD OF COLOURS
While this exercise is taking place, no-one is allowed to speak. The
person leading the exercise puts diﬀerent coloured stickers on the
forehead of all participants. Some colours may be repeated;
others won’t.
When all students have got a sticker on their forehead, they are
given the following instruction: “When I've ﬁnished putting the
stickers on you, without speaking to one another, get into groups
based on the colour of the sticker on your forehead”.
Afterwards, discuss the exercise and look at issues such as: What was the
criterion for forming the groups? Why? Its very common for groups to form
based on colour and this might be the same here. But were there no other
possible criteria - colours of the rainbow for example...? Why do we approach
people who we think are like us? What did those who were left without a group
think and feel? What did the others think? Did they realise? Has this ever
happened in the classroom? How did those who had another colour but didnt
get into a group with anyone feel? Another issue that can be discussed is how
they helped each other ﬁnd out what colour they had on their forehead and
who they should group themselves with?

THE DIVERSITY TABLE, OR WE ALL HAVE SOMETHING IN
`
COMMON, OR FIND SOMEONE WHO...
In this exercise, the aim is to demonstrate that there are always things we have
in common with other people. It is also intended to create a climate of trust in
the classroom and to foster interpersonal relationships.
A sheet of paper with diﬀerent boxes containing aspects of physical
characteristics or emotions is distributed among participants. To ﬁll in the sheet,
participants have to go around asking everyone and ﬁnd those people who
meet the conditions listed on their sheets of paper; they then write down their
name on the sheet of paper. They might be asked to look for people who have
the same number at the bottom of the sheet, or have visited a particular place,
or who like something in common, or who are excited when... The person
facilitating the session is responsible for preparing this information and the
sheets of paper used for the game.

In order to foster interpersonal relationships, participants are not allowed to put
the name of the same person twice and they can not leave a blank space.
Students go around the class asking and writing down the names of other
students who match the questions on their sheet. When the sheet is duly
completed, they shout out BINGO!
Back in a circle, the results are shared, with all students being given the
opportunity to speak. This activity aims to emphasise that everyone, whilst
diﬀerent, always has things in common with other people.

THE COOPERATION BALL
This simple technique consists of passing round a tennis ball among all
participants who have previously been arranged into a circle. They are given
diﬀerent instructions - for example, when passing between the hand of one
student and that of their class mate, the ball must always touch the hand of a
third person (this exercise is clearly explained in the video). The time available
to do this is always given. For example, it might start with 20 seconds and then
this time will be steadily shortened, with the aim of working on other creative
solutions.
For example, the ﬁrst task might be "You have 20 seconds to pass this ball
around every member of the team”.
VIDEO: https://youtu.be/zSeCx5dOiAY

G. SERVICE-LEARNING
Service-learning is a method that links learning to social commitment, such that
students learn by performing a service for the community. Examples of projects
that can be conducted in schools include initiatives such as volunteer reading,
concerts at nursing homes, collecting food, giving talks about the use of
networks to students in lower years at the same school.

Teaching Unit 3 includes a proposition for service-learning
that consists of working on the topic of cognitive accessibility within the school itself. The idea is to tell stories, invented or not, through easy-to-read text and picture charts; or
put up picture charts throughout the school, so that all
rooms are signposted in several languages with a picture
chart; or put together communication logbooks so that
teachers can communicate with the entire educational
community. However, the proposal could go further, with each school working
on its own needs and the needs of those closest by and looking for projects
that could support them.
Students who manage the library, put together stories, teach reading, promote
active transport, maintain the garden and so on are socially committed students, who oﬀer a service to the community, learn curricular content, develop
key competences, put values into action, based on the needs of the context
itself, and seek solutions, promote teamwork, involving all students and reﬂection.
In the following video, Rosa Batlle, who promotes Service-Learning in Spain,
explains what it entails https://youtu.be/6NxUcO7A9c8. And if you’d like to
know more, the Zerbikas foundation has produced these practical guides at
http://www.zerbikas.es/guias-practicas/

H. CHALLENGE-BASED LEARNING
Challenge-based learning is a pedagogical approach that encourages students
to actively participate in learning, based on solving real-life problematic
situations in teams. It helps empower students to solve problems and ﬁnd
solutions in real life, and encourages higher-order thinking strategies and the
development of critical and creative thinking for all students.
Video on Challenge-based Learning: https://youtu.be/gU5BV7uknSo. The
Monterrey Institute of Technology has prepared the following guide on this
teaching approach https://observatorio.itesm.mx/edutrendsabr/ as well as
this advice and recommendations for students wishing to put it into practise in
the classroom https://youtu.be/TU0DNQtmA1U

